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Lyapounov’s theorem on the range of a vector measure [3], as extended by, 
among others, Blackwell [I] and Neustadt [S] is of great help in establishing 
inequalities by the calculus of variations. 
Here the sharp bounds on the ratio of values of the expression 
~(f, s) = (jlf+) d(ql” (1) 
for two different positive values of s are determined, subject to given bounds 
on f. 
THEOREM 1. Fora>0,m>O,y>1,s>r>Oandanymea.~rable 
function f : [0, a] -+ [m, ym], the ratio Q( f, s)/Q( f, r) is bounded from below by 
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with equality if and only if 
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PROOF. By choice of scales one may assume a = m = 1. To each function 
f on [0, l] with range in [l, r] corresponds a vector (yl , ys) where 
y1 = s 
J 
‘ifs(x) x-l d.x > 0 
0 
y2: - r 
s 
lf’(x) s’-~ dx > 0. 
0 
(6) 
By Neustadt’s theorem [5] the set of all vectors (yl , ys) that can be obtained 
in this way is a compact and convex set S in the quadrant y1 > 0, y2 > 0. In 
this quadrant the function 
R(y, , y?;) = yyy,(l”) (7) 
has a nonvanishing gradient 
aR 1 -=- 
8Yl 
s y~ls)-ly;(lir) , 0 
aR 1 -zx 
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which is a positive multiple of the vector (1, - A) where 
A=$>O. (9) 
Therefore the maximum of R on S, which exists by compactness of S, can 
only be attained at points (yr*, yz*) belonging to the boundary of S and such 
that grad R is normal to a line of support to S. That is, for all (yr , ya) in S and 
A = sy1”/ry2* one has 
-2’1 - AY, <y1* - hY2* (10) 
and this implies [4] that for almost all .rc 
sf *y.q xs-l - hrf*'(x) s'-1 = z~~$sz%s-l  hrzT.el). (11) 
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Similarly for the minimum of R, (I I) must hold with max replaced by min. 
For given A > 0 these conditions determinef* uniquely within null functions. 
This reduces the problem to that of minimizing a function of one variable, 
which, in the present case, can be solved in closed form. Specifically, for the 
maximation, (11) implies f(x) = 1 for s -; T, y for .Y > T with 
so that one must determine 
The derivative of the ratio in (13) has the sign of 
(yr - 1) y”-’ - .s-y,s - 1) 
so that the unique maximum is attained for 
(13) 
that is, h = ySwr. This proves the facts concerning the maximum. With the 
minimum operator in (11) it follows that (a.e.) 
I Y for .r < L Y f(x) = 
1 
5 for l<X<T Y (15) 
1 for X>T 
with T E [0, I]. This assumes that the essential bounds on f are 1 and y, 
which is justified because otherwise y could be reduced, With this choice off 
the problem becomes 
. (1 + Tylogr’)l’” 
4% (1 + Tr log yT)l’T * (16) 
The derivative of the ratio in (16) has the sign of 
hence one must have 
ST8 log y - YT’ log y (17) 
which completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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As an example, for r = 1, s = 2 one obtains 
when 1 <f(x) < y a.e. 
It is worth noting that by setting s = e5 one obtains 
(20) 
where 
g(5) = 4V) (21) 
so that the constraints on g are 
(22) 
Within a factor depending only on the exponents, one therefore has an 
inequality of Cargo-Shisha type for functions bounded between two expo- 
nentials on a half-line [2]. Th e ar g ument of Theorem 1 shows that for func- 
tions bounded between any two given piecewise continuous bounding func- 
tions on some interval, the ratio of the mean of order s to the mean of order r 
is minimized by having the function as close to an appropriate constant as the 
bounds will allow, while for a maximum the function will be at the limits of 
its range almost everywhere. The reduction to extremization of functions 
of one real variable holds in all such cases. In Theorem 1, this reduced pro- 
blem can be solved in closed form and the result is of interest in quantization 
problems. 
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